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Secure Corporate Data Sharing Enabling Paperless Trade
Finance
Executive Summary
90% of global trade relies on Trade Finance. However, the trade worth $ 17 trillion runs with 4
billion paper documents yearly which means the required data in, e.g., the Letter of Credit (L/C)
process cannot be efficiently shared between the stakeholders in the process. International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the advocate of the entire industry, has put in place their visions
and roadmap for the new digital era of trade finance. However, the business ecosystems
themselves are still lacking both openly available practical governance models as well as
technical capabilities for corporations to share data in a trusted and scalable manner without
heavy point-to-point integrations.
This project aims for prototyping and showcasing a trusted data sharing network solution in trade
finance in practice especially from the exporter (Wärtsilä) and advising bank (SEB) perspectives.
However, the concept work of this project also covers other key stakeholders in the L/C process,
including issuing bank, importer and carriers and the solution experimented can be extended to
cover also those other key stakeholders to join the data sharing networks as well as enable the
digital and trusted data sharing with other financial instruments. The aim of this experimentation
is to prove that the concept, design and proposed technical capabilities enable trusted data
sharing and can be built together with the stakeholders in the L/C process in a limited scope. By
using the basic building blocks of such data sharing ecosystem, referring specifically to data
product standards, authentication and consent mechanisms as well as data discovery a quick
experimentation is built by Digital Living on top of the IHAN testbed which is the infrastructure
provided by the Finnish Innovation Fund (Sitra) for testing and prototyping trusted data sharing
across different industries. The experimentation and the IHAN testbed are based on the key data
productization and sharing architecture and standards developed by Digital Living.
This project is divided into two parts. Stage #1 is about to end which provided the adequate
concept, data and architecture specifications to implement the prototype in practice during
Stage #2. This document works as a general introductory document to the project and the case
in general as well reporting the main results of both stages. Stage #2 which started right after
Stage #1 as agreed with all the project partners, was reserved for building an end-to-end data
sharing solution, including applications for the exporter and advising bank and standardising the
key documentary data in the L/C process as data products and sharing them with consent
between stakeholders the by using the offered capabilities by the IHAN testbed. This enables
the evaluation of the potential business benefits of the digital trade finance in practice.
Stage #2 started in December, 2020 after multiparty common case implementation agreement
signed. Implementation timeline was due to longish agreement finalisation delayed with two
months, yet the team decided to prioritise high-quality delivery instead of any hurry on practical
implementation. The delay time was used to plan, design and evaluate the show-case User
Interfaces as well as process and technical validations with both Wärtsilä and SEB.
Implementation stage results and experiment scope show-case will be presented to case
participants on the 25th of January, 2021 meeting where also the final steps of the case and its
possible publication will be agreed. At the same time some speculation on possible further use
case studies and implementations will be discussed.
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The Purpose of the Experiment – Why?
Status Quo and Need for Improvement
90% of global trade relies on Trade Finance.1However, trade worth $ 17 trillion runs with 4 billion
paper documents and the level of the digitalization is only on the level of scanning these paper
documents into pdf documents to some extent and therefore, the reuse of the data is almost
non-existent. This results in a lot of delays and inefficiencies in the process. The data is there but
it cannot be shared efficiently, trusted and standardized manner between the key stakeholders
in the trade finance process, meaning the exporter (the product seller), importer (the product
buyer) and banks (advising and issuing). To start changing the status quo of the industry,
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has put in place their vision and roadmap stating the
needed steps for the digitalized and more efficient trade finance process (Figure 1) which aims
for standardized and trusted data sharing between companies.

Figure 1. Steps for improving the digital services in trade finance according to ICC.
Corporate Data Sharing and Consent Management

Similarly, as there is General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in place for individuals to set
the rules for how personal data needs to be handled in an ethical and transparent way, also
corporates have the set of rules which they want to apply when moving to the next era of the
digitalization and sharing data with their strategic business partners. Data, or merely meaningful
information, is and will be the most valuable asset of the new, digital business models. Even for
very traditional industries. When corporations are moving to new business models based on the
information delivered from the goods and services there will be a clear business and operative
need to share this data on a new digital platform with the other ecosystem business participants.
However, the business ecosystems are still lacking both openly available practical governance
models as well as technical capabilities for corporations to share data in a trusted and scalable
manner without heavy point-to-point integrations.

1

ICC 2020
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According to several market studies there is a need and willingness by corporations to share
their data with each other. Yet, seen in practice, sharing does not happen too much, as finally,
corporations are afraid to share their business data with other corporations. We come to a need
of one very critical technologic enabler needed for making this happen. Need to ensure
businesses to rely on safe and secure digital identities and corporate consent management. The
things GDPR has soundly set rules already for the private persons. This experiment aims to
evaluate how to make global, universal digital identities available together with digital consent
management to enable secure consent management.
Paper Based Trade Finance

Very obvious use case from banking and large corporate customer point-of-view is to improve
existing Trade Finance processes where still today most of the processes are based on paper
documentation (or pdf copies of them) ensuring the global trade deliveries and final payment by
the buyer to seller. Only somewhat standardized parts of the process are basically SWIFT
messages being transferred between the banks and corporations that only defines the
organizations, L/C type and requirements with the SWIFT message series MT7xx. As global trade
is prone to a multitude of risks, banks of the buyer and seller usually mitigate these risks by
Letters of Credit (L/C), which as simple financing products ensure final payment of the buyer’s
purchases if anything in the trade process goes wrong and the buyer will be unable to pay.
Export L/C is a tool which actually is a sales-negotiated payment instrument in global trade,
issued by the issuing (buyer’s) bank and controlled by the advising (seller’s) bank. These
processes and payment / financing tools are very old ones and ruled by regional and local
legislation as well as well-established market practices as ones by ICC. Anyway, advising bank
collects from the seller the L/C specific required documents and after cross-checking them send
them via issuing bank to buyer to facilitate the actual delivery payment. Being paper (or pdf)
based, the process is available to human, system and process errors making the final payment
delayed and risking the overall business relation of the buyer and seller for further sales cases.
For decades there has been regional and international efforts by a multitude of stakeholders to
replace the paper documents with electronic and standardized data sets. The challenge is vast
by its global scope and mixture of global trade deliverables and complex cases to be covered.
Proper business process and data standards have been missing to make the data sets truly
interoperable and exchangeable. This Proof of Concept’s (PoC) use case of paperless trade
documentation relates excellently to actual evaluation of the corporate data sharing with digital
consents as they are key enablers to make paperless Trade Finance happen. Figure 2 visualizes
the export L/C process which also sets the overall scope of this project.
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Figure 2. L/C process from trade agreement to payment(s).

Future Vision
As seen the Figure 1, within upcoming 3-10 years the global trade is expected to be digitalised
so that the various resources supply chains and ready-made products’ and services’ sales will be
based on electronic and standardized data sets exchanged securely within the stakeholder
ecosystem on various platforms in a system, process and platform agnostic way. This will enable
each global trade party to choose the most fit (functionally, geographically, economically) way
of business transacting and trading their goods and services globally. Also, market practice rules,
regulations and jurisdictions will allow the use of digitally exchanged data (information) instead
of or in parallel with paper documents as legally binding trade attributes. When ecosystem
parties will be digitally identified together with the traded goods and services and the data
exchange security is ensured with human or system given automated consents, the risks
mitigation tools needed now (delivery, financing and payment) are not anymore that relevant as
nowadays. Payments will be automated with the electronic data set triggered smart contracts
per delivered goods and services and need for human interruptions are minimised.
In this PoC with the Export L/C use case we will show with limited scope of the process at the
advising bank, SEB, and exporter, Wärtsilä, how the critical first baby steps are taken in a
functional way using existing Sitra IHAN testbed identity and consent features with standardized
data products provided by Digital Living International and Nixu. With the PoC results we will
pave the way for further developments where each of the PoC participants will be able to expand
the use case portfolio into common or their own needs to digitise the exchange of information
within their value networks.

Missing Pieces
As there is no GDPR type of mechanisms for the corporate data sharing, securing the exchange
of data with valid consents need to be arranged in a different way. In an ecosystem, built on a
data sharing platform and consent mechanism, the participants need to agree on common
rulebook of data sharing containing agreement templated for common and one-to-one
agreements establishing the basement of legal, business, technical and administrative rules. This
type of rulebook acts as a base document by going through the critical control questions and
6(29)
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code of conduct for various upcoming governance and technical issues. It sets also common
understanding for the corporate data sharing practical implementations. A good example is set
by Sitra at its rulebook for a fair data economy. Sitra has followed the EU Data Strategy
guidelines in setting up its own fair data economy rulebook and the practical IHAN testbed
implementation for various other use cases.
Technically the key elements to make both the upcoming PoC experiment and possible further
live use case implementations, by the participants, succeed are the digital identity and consent
mechanisms. There is currently no good and 100% covering universal identity mechanisms for
corporations, private persons, personas nor things. Yet, World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
has set a framework on Distributed Ids (DID) and Verifiable Credentials (VC) for practical
implementations of to cover such missing pieces. In the PoC we will not yet use these as
blockchain (like Sovrin Foundation) based test environment, but the IHAN testbed security
mechanisms by Nixu are transferrable to distributed ledger technology as well when seen viable
in the future.
Assuming we have tackled now technically the challenges of corporate data sharing with reliable
digital identity and consent management tools, the next step is to set universal way of
exchanging data: standard protocols and data models. There has been for decades solutions
for this area, yet on digital platform running ecosystems there is a need to make those existing
and new standards interoperable despite on whichever databases, blockchains or distributed
ledger model they are built on or which ISO or CEN standard compliance there is available
behind them. One very promising opportunity is the Semantic Web approach by W3C. It
enables, with a variety of tools, to make an additional and universal layer upon the existing data
models and vocabularies by creating a common, linked data model available for all, even across
the industries.
For the standardized data modelling the exchange of information is needing also a common way
of integration. At this moment it seems being Application Programming Interface (API) approach
becoming the common language of making the platforms discuss with the same language and
operate with the data sharing. Using APIs and W3C Web Semantics Linked Data we have a good
opportunity to include more knowledgeable resources to develop common and well
interoperable services. They even enable a true data sharing where unnecessary and risky data
copies will not be needed, by intermediaries or platforms, but the data remains only at the data
owner sources and is shared to data consumers only by access consents given by the owner.
One critical missing piece, and out of scope in this PoC, is the work needed to be done at market
practices, regulation and legislation of the PoC’s tested use case, Trade Finance export L/C, to
enable data exchange in a secure way to be able to cover current procedures of the paper based
global trade. The stakeholder portfolio in Trade Finance is vast and setting the scene available
for digital information with digital consents instead of manually or electronically signed paper
layout documents will require years of work. Good signals on this matter are available on the
market and there seems to be now a momentum for open collaboration by the stakeholder
groups to make enablement for such legal and market practice work. With this PoC, the
participants team wants to show-case, this is not only possible but there are existing technical
and procedural ways to demonstrate as, and even more, secure way of working with well
consented digital information exchange. This PoC will not alone solve the issues listed here but
it gives opportunity to include openly any interested existing party to join the movement.
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Objectives and steps in the PoC
When drafting the project plan the following objectives were set as the business and technical
targets by the participants:
Wärtsilä
- Data can be shared and consented for partner use in real time securely
- In standardised format between the bank and the customer ecosystem.
- Capabilities to share structured and trusted product data can be significantly increased
for customer and its partners with much better cost efficiency than currently.
- L/C initiation process stages can be run in fully electronic manner without paper
documents or email confirmations.
- Level of technological readiness
- Evidence for creating new business models for shared productized data
- Validate the capability to automate the selected processes using shared data and digital
trust.
SEB
- Prove that the capabilities to access structured, trusted and customer consented product
data can be significantly increased for SEB with much better cost efficiency than in
current process.
- Prove the improved process data will be available for further customer’s use cases as
ERP and logistics management.
- Provide evidence for creating new processing benefits for shared data as data products
added with the financial services transaction information.
Technical targets
- Showcase how an open data sharing ecosystem between SEB and Wärtsilä using data
products, digital twins, automated trust and context for industry standards
- Quick experimentation using the IHAN Testbed
- Minimum of three data source (APIs) can be standardised and shared
- Prove that consent can be given by authenticated users
- Show created model can be scaled for real uses cases utilising open standards and open
source technologies

Prior to the project start, the end-customer, Wärtsilä, consented together with SEB to use in the
practical implementation two historical (from year 2019) export L/C cases in the practical PoC
implementation.
These L/C cases were selected on various criteria. First of all, they are actual cases between SEB
as advising bank and Wärtsilä as the exporter. They also are quite straight forward and simple
business transactions where actual goods are delivered. This dimension was wanted to be one
filter for the case selection as the actual exporter’s product data as digital twin was needed to
be part of PoC scope to be able to analyse goods’ characteristics as data product for automation
of the logistics part and data sets.
Based on those cases and from them extracted and normalised data model and usable technical
Sitra IHAN testbed we do see a good opportunity to show overall PoC goals reached and show
the final experiment results be a stepping-stone for further live cases by all experiment
participants at their own and common value networks. These results, in successful case, will also
give access to any international Trade Finance transformation community, platform or system
provider and regulators to look, if the case shows sound and structurally validated capacities to
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offer open standard, protocol and process view to serve any interested stakeholder in their own
efforts towards before mentioned future vision. Enabling safe digital and standard information
exchange we will enable any use case of structured data exchange between corporations and
other legal entities. The team of PoC Stage #1 active work group warmly recommended moving
to Stage #2 to implement the chosen use case aiming to final summary meeting in January, the
25th of 2021, where the results of the implementation were presented as documented here.

Engaging the network
After the (successful) PoC and within the use case of Trade Finance L/C process, it will be up to
the SEB and Wärtsilä together or separately consider whether the case enables them to further
reach out to the L/C process value network (called as Nexus) stakeholders. With the tested open
and platform agnostic approach, the results and technologies will be available to invite other
needed parties into the network and start creating needed standard productizer APIs for various
purposes within the process map including
- Buyers
- Issuing bank and other banks in additional roles
- Logistics companies and network
- Insurance policy companies
- Customs
- Chambers of commerce
- Other parties needed in other type of Trade Finance instrument cases.
Outside the PoC use case each party will be available to expand the secure and digital standard
data and information exchange and consents management to any structured data cases within
their own networks. SEB can route the data to its own back-office systems and other connected
platforms as well Wärtsilä will be able to expand this method to its own supply chain and sales
platform cases. As the data product technologies and standards are open, new parties’
implementation and integration is easy and using a data / information exchange rulebook as a
base document for joining the network, the governance of such network mechanism would also
be feasible compared to any one-to-one, closed integrations. More practical details and
speculation of possible use cases at the “Next Steps” chapter.

The solution of the experiment – How?
Trusted data sharing as concept
Data sharing networks consisting of organizations and individuals and their software systems
sharing data in a controlled and trusted manner are referred here as Nexuses. The Nexuses can
have several, interoperable applications being built on top of it to serve different end
user/company roles in the trade finance, e.g. in the export L/C process in this experimentation.
Furthermore, the various data sources (basically any API) can be connected to Nexus via a simple
and efficient integrations that fulfils the data product standards of the Nexus. This means that
applications (and the users of the applications) can rely on the same standardized data sets (i.e.,
data products) in the Nexus despite multiple and varying software systems or APIs. This is
essentially what makes Nexus scalable in terms of stakeholders involved and the solutions built
on top of it interoperable. The key benefit here is that the underlying data source systems can
remain unchanged and the data sits where it sits already and the Nexus takes care of finding and
routing the right data product to the application if all the required authorizations are met. IHAN
9(29)
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testbed is one setup of a data sharing Nexus aimed only for testing and experimenting business
concepts, standards and technologies behind it. IHAN testbed won’t support production grade
use ever but the components can be turned and developed further to be used in the production
grade environments after testing them on the testbed.
However, interoperability alone is not enough but trust mechanisms for sharing the data are also
required for the Nexus to fulfill the requirements of real business use cases. The stakeholders
participating the Nexus need to be certain that the data is available only to the reliable parties
and those that they give consent to. Therefore, reliable enough authentication solution (with
high enough LOA level) is required for authenticating end users and systems and consent
mechanism need to be linked to the data product itself to control who and/or which system can
process it. Figure 3 visualizes how a Trade Finance Nexus can serve the exporter, the advising
bank and other key stakeholders in the value network with interoperable services and data
products in the export L/C process. The components of the Nexus architecture are explained
later in this document in more detailed.

Figure 3. The concept of the trade finance data sharing Nexus.

Beyond the state of the art

As mentioned earlier in this document the only somewhat standardized part in the L/C process
is the SWIFT messaging infrastructure. However, the SWIFT infrastructure does not serve the
developments of the digital trade finance very well due to various reasons. Firstly, the SWIFT
infrastructure is only available for big companies such and banks and manufacturing corporations
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and, for example smaller (small and mid-size enterprises) cannot join the SWIFT network due to
high installation as well as operational costs. Secondly, the development of the SWIFT
infrastructure has been stalled for long and no plans exist around the SWIFT network to start
moving towards structured data that would set the baseline for truly digitalizing trade finance
processes and truly make data reusable and remove the existing inefficiencies. The Trade
Finance Nexus we experimented in this project is essentially relying on the structured data
products with the Nexus-wide standard definitions for them to scale out the use of the data
products for any stakeholder joining the Nexus and having data available for consented use.
Comparison to other data economy initiatives and infrastructures

Few other initiatives exist in the Europe and in the US mainly that aim for decentralized and
standardized ways of data sharing with open standards, all of them however having their own
perspectives and are solving trusted data sharing problems only partly. For example, Gaia-X
infrastructure being developed on top of the reference architecture by International Data Spaces
Association as well as Solid project being promoted both in the Europe and US are heavily
pushing standardization and interoperability but both are lacking the concept for data
productization as well as consent mechanisms that can be associated with the standardized data
products. The access control as well as data delivery is more coarse-grained than the one that is
offered by the IHAN testbed. In addition, the Solid project especially is more heavily pushing
the interoperable services and solutions in the personal data contexts rather than targeting than
having solutions for the companies.
The IHAN testbed covers the entire problem field starting from providing capabilities for trusted
identities both for persons as well as other legal entities and things, standardized data contents
to be exploited by end user applications and their delivery to be managed by explicit consent
by the user or a company.

Short description of the project execution and deliverables
Brief points and key deliverables during Stage #1

The preparations for experimenting and practically demonstrating the trusted data sharing in the
trade finance was initiated between the parties during the Spring 2020 when Sitra started to call
new use cases on top of their newly built IHAN testbed. Sitra’s IHAN testbed was initially released
in closed alpha mode in June 2020 to enable the first trials in terms of data sharing with both
end user and corporate consented data. The aim of the project was to prototype and
demonstrate the benefits that companies could achieve in terms of building data sharing
ecosystem relying on standardized and consented data.
This project was kick-started with a common workshop on the first of July 2020 with the entire
consortium. Main work deliverables during the Stage #1 was carried out together with Digital
Living and SEB but also actively involving Wärtsilä, Nixu (in the security and target state consent
capability matters) and Sitra (provider of the testbed to be used in the PoC on Stage #2) when
needed. The project Stage #1 was concluded with a common workshop on the October 8th,
2020. The figure below identifies the project timeline and the work carries out during Stage #1.
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Figure 4. Project timeline on Stage #1.

The analysis and requirement part on Stage #1 essentially consisted of four main deliverables all
described in the case specific and commonly used Miro tables as:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Value network models
Data models and harmonization
Process description
PoC architecture

In order to build the foundations for the trusted data sharing and data harmonization between
the companies there must be in-depth understanding of how the value networks, business
processes as well as individual datasets are delivered between the companies how data
transferred between companies overlap and the points where the data properties moved
between the companies can be standardized. Based on the business level understanding
technical implementations can be further developed to enable controlled and standardized data
sharing between the companies.
We used the methodology developed by Digital Living in its hundreds of previous projects that
facilitates the development of the ecosystem wide solution (not just process improvement within
a company) for modelling the entire value networks of the selected use cases from Wärtsilä. The
purpose of the value network models of the example cases are to visualize the real-world
ecosystem of all identities, consisting of companies, things, contracts and all other virtual
elements that are needed in the entire trade finance process. These identities are then used in
the data sharing ecosystem to discover standardized datasets which are called as data products.
Figure 5 below illustrates one of the example L/C case investigated in the project, the other one
is illustrated in Miro.
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Figure 5. Value network example of Case 1 selling thrusters abroad.

Data products are standard set of structured data contents in a data sharing network (i.e. Nexus)
being exchanged from and organization to another. By publishing data contents as open
standards enables scaling of solutions since other organization can join the same data sharing
network as well and start providing the same standardized data contents for consented use with
linked identities. To find the best possible contents for the data standards, many parties can rely
on, there must be an in-depth understanding of how the processes of the organizations overlap
and what is the relevant information being exchanged between the stakeholders most often.
Therefore, a holistic description of the trade finance processes including the exporter, importer,
advising bank, issuing bank as well as the forwarder and carriers, were modelled during the
project. In addition, all the state-of-the-art L/C documents were opened into individual data
elements and seen how the data contents can be normalized and used for defining the standard
data products. The process as well as the full data modelling visualizations are also available as
Miro documentation. Based on the value network and the process modelling the following points
were selected as the data sharing use cases in the
1. the advising bank sends the L/C Export instructions to the exporter (after receiving them
from the issuing bank)
2. the exporter must deliver the required L/C documents to the advising bank in order to
receive payments according to the L/C terms
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The crucial thing in the data product standards is that they are not only defining what are the
actual data contents and their field names but also define the references to easily and machine
accessible vocabularies that explain the actual meaning of the fields of the data product to be
both human and machine readable. As part of the data modelling work relevant existing
standards in the industry were investigated and evaluated how they could be applied by defining
the contextual meaning for the data product standard fields. Potential standards found were, for
example ISO 2022, SWIFT MT7xx, UBL2.2/PEPPOL BIS 3.0 the latter especially for standardizing
the data properties for shipments and consignments. The results of the entire data harmonization
work for the two cases were described available at the Data model Miro board.
As a fourth key deliverable the PoC architecture relying on Sitra’s IHAN testbed was described
and evaluated together with the project partners. This we will explain more in detailed next.

How to solve the data interoperability and trust in practice
Building blocks of a data sharing Nexus

As mentioned above, the cornerstone in the trusted corporate data sharing is the data products
that not only have standardized data contents and meaning but can also be further associated
with certain authentication as well as consent mechanisms. Being openly standardized not only
specific parties but also wider community of the businesses can start relying on the same
standard and start making different solutions interoperable instead of point-to-point
integrations. The following list explains the components of the IHAN testbed in more detailed
that serves as the background infrastructure in the PoC but similar setup can be established as a
production-grade solution.
Data product standards
The standards define input and output fields, data types, validation rules, etc. Only standardized
data products can be transferred through IHAN testbed or IHAN model compliant data sharing
Nexus in production. To make data from different systems interoperable, as well as to ensure
clarity for developers on the platform, the data needs to be standardized. To help with this, data
is "productized" - specified in the level of clear inputs and outputs, such as "when you provide
L/C code, you get back the invoice", for example. These kinds of Data Product standards need
to be built by the experts from corresponding industries in collaboration within the community
around the platform, with some help from relevant generic data standards experts.
Productizer and product gateway
The Productizers in the IHAN testbed are components that convert existing APIs (called as data
sources) to standardized data products. Product gateway on the other hand is a set of
components that application on top of the testbed solely use to request data from various
productizers. The communication protocol between the Product Gateway and Productizer
closely follows the data product standards with authentication and verification methods.
Authentication and consent
To achieve the level of trust in the data sharing ecosystem, it is important to know who the user
is. There are also many data sources that require user authentication. Additionally, the consent
mechanism depends on the fact that the user granting the consent is entitled to do so. Various
solutions exist in the market but many of them have various issues with pricing scaling and are
generally unusable for a global audience. The testbed offers a new kind of authentication
infrastructure (SISUID) that provides level of assurance on different levels and supports global
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end user enrolment with passport. However, the nexus itself supports any openID connect based
authentication solutions.
With the identification of the users taken care of, the next step is getting their consent. The
primary use of consent in the IHAN testbed is to ensure that the data is handled correctly, and
access is only granted to applications when the user allows it. Users will first authenticate via the
authentication layer, then the consent for accessing the data is requested via the consent
directory and once it has been received the applications can relay the authentication and consent
information via the product gateway to the Productizers who can then verify these claims by
communicating with the authentication and consent systems. The authentication and consent
mechanisms are not fully ready on the testbed so in the PoC demo application uses some extra
layer of authentication mechanisms as well as consent mocking.
The openID connect authentication token as well as the consent token are delivered from the
applications through the data sharing nexus until the data source to be available for required
access control, logging and so on.
Data discovery
Applications, as well as developers on the IHAN testbed, will be most interested in one question:
what data can I actually use, and how? For fulfilling these requirements, we need the discovery
capability. Graph databases have been proved to be the most efficient way of fulfilling discovery
capabilities and modelling the real-world identities and links in the graph enables a fast and
human-centric way of building solutions and discovering data products.

Figure 6. PoC architecture model also available in Miro
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Figure 6 visualizes these explained architecture components and how they are built in practice
in terms of this PoC experimentation. Not that since the IHAN testbed is also still in its early
stage some of the capabilities are not fully completed yet and therefore some of the technical
concepts discussed in this document will be mocked. E.g. the consent API is still under
development but the architectural and conceptual viability can be tested via a mocked version
of it. The architecture 6 specifies in more detailed the details of the planned PoC
implementation. As a further note also an application security assessment was made together
with SEB and Digital Living part of the Stage #1 to analyse the security level and controls for the
PoC implementation. This analysis must be further extended for the production grade solution.
Brief points and key deliverables during Stage #2

After completing all these initial specification in the meeting held at the beginning of October
and the final decision received in the meeting on October 22nd, the participants decided to move
to the actual implementation phase Stage #2. As agreed when entering to the Stage #2 DLI had
the full responsibility of implementing all the prototype components but collaborating closely
with SEB’s trade finance experts in terms of the data product standard contents as well as content
SEB prototype and UI design experts to in terms of specifying the application layouts. As agreed
Wärtsilä was following and commenting on the project contents, giving feedback and answering
questions. Nixu as a part of Sitra IHAN testbed provider was responsible of providing the SISUID
authentication solution for the use of the prototype applications. Also, separate Nexus service
and infrastructure workshops were held for Wärtsilä and SEB during Stage #2. In addition, as
agreed during Stage #1, the business and service concepts around the Nexus infrastructure as
well as introduction to the technical components in more detailed were held during Stage #2
both for Wärtsilä and SEB. Figure 7. summarizes the project timeline for Stage #2.

Figure 7. Project timeline on Stage #2.

PoC solution description

As defined during Stage #1 we wanted to demonstrate that a trade finance Nexus can be built,
data exchanged with consent and meaningful services that utilize standardized data products
can serve both the exporter (Wärtsilä) as well as advising bank (SEB) for the benefit of reducing
times in the trade finance process and redundant work that people are currently doing by copypasting things from a system to another. Also, we wanted to show that the solution is scalable in
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terms of increasing the number of data products and applications that are using the data
products and in terms of providers that join the same data sharing ecosystem which will
essentially make the already existing solutions more valuable.
The actual implementation work during Stage #2 divided into three streams: applications, data
products (consisting of data product standards and productizers) as well as PoC value network
implementation.
Applications

The application level work was done together with SEB prototype designers and DLI. DLI and
SEB were having weekly meetings on the designing the UI prototype user journeys and layouts
before moving into the actual development of the applications.
The fulfill the objective of the prototype two applications were implemented one for the exporter
and one for the advising bank. Although these are prototype implementation and their main
feature is to demonstrate how to show and share standardized data with consent in letter of
credit process these should be seen as the first envisioning for a service that could serve the
transaction services team at SEB and the trade finance team at Wärtsilä. The features that are
now shown in the UI could be in the future also be automated processed between the
stakeholders in the Nexus. The applications are now hosted in the following addresses and can
be tested users currently with a Finnish phone number (due to the test version limitations of
SISUID).
-

UI for the advising bank
UI for the manufacturer

Figure 8, 9 and 10 show the layouts views both from the advising bank and exporter views
application how the L/C required documents can be shared as data products and how the
consent could be given from the end user perspective.

Figure 8. Layout from the advising bank view where the end user of a transaction services team
at SEB can give consent to the L/C introductions data product to the exporter
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Figure 9. Layout from the exporter view where the end user of a trade finance team of Wärtsilä
can give consent to the L/C instructions data product to the exporter

Figure 10. Sharing modal of the UIs
Data products

At the end of Stage two the following data products were decided to be implemented
-

L/C export instructions
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-

Commercial invoice
Forwarder’s cargo receipt
Insurance certificate
Packing list
Product shipping data
Insurance certificate

When entering to Stage#2 it was speculated if the Insurance company IF could join the project
and implement the data product in terms of that. However, since the discussions got delayed
the decision was made to implement the insurance certificate as mocked Wärtsilä data product
as are the other shipment related data products as well.
The data products that were selected to be implemented during Stage #1 were further specified
on field level together with DLI and SEB trade finance experts before entering the actual
implementation phase with the standards. The key approach that was now selected for these
data products was that they should serve the cross-checking of the document fields that were
required in the original SWIFT message and which the advising bank needs to check for
accepting the documents from the exporter and advancing with the payments. Based on the
value network modelling done during the Stage #1 a simplified version of the value network was
implemented and imported to the IHAN testbed.
After defining the exact contents of the data products the actual implementation work around
the data products consisted on defining the data product standards with Open API Spec 3.0 as
well as JSON-LD which brings the actual machine and human readable context for the each data
product field. In addition, where good example definitions were not found then we used the
opportunity to use the vocabulary to define those fields by ourselves that has been initiated in
the IHAN testbed work.
IHAN data product standards
https://github.com/digitalliving/standards/tree/master/draft/DataProducts
The exact contents of the data products can also be found in the Appendix
IHAN vocabulary definitions
https://vocabulary.lifeengine.io/
In the PoC experimentation, all data products were mocked and no real APIs to the existing
systems are used. Digital Living implement all the SEB and Wärtsilä mock data products and
their productizers and they are now hosted in Google Cloud Run hosting environment.
One observation during the implementation phase in terms of data products was that some of
the existing standards are still quite far what truly contextual machine and human readable
definitions would require. They either don’t have machine readable vocabularies available at all
or the definitions are still on a vague level. For example, for both ISO 20022 and SWIFT MT700
message you need to download separate files or documents to get access to their data structures
and definitions as well as the different fields are defined as numeric identifiers which makes it
harder to access and define the data content contextually. Furthermore, MT700 standard fields
are not fully structured and one field can actually define for example the name and the contact
information of an organization. On the other hand, PEPPOL BIS which besides being an open
data standard is a Pan-European Public Procurement infrastructure with extensive set of fields
for standardizing an invoice content (also for many other use cases than just that used in the L/C
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process) and can therefore leave room for interpretation in case of defining the invoice required
in the L/C.
Note that the standard references to MT700 and PEPPOL BIS standards in the data product
standards in this case are solely used for demonstration purpose only and not that they would
be actually used in real production-grade solution as they are now. Still further investigation is
needed and data product standards should be investigated further to provide the proposal for
the real production grade vocabulary definition especially for the Export L/C instructions and
invoice data product relying now as a demonstration to MT700 and PEPPOL.
Value network

During the Stage #1 we made an extensive analysis and value network modelling based on the
documents received in the example cases. Now during th Stage #2 we used that value network
(though simplified). To link the value network identities as well as. The purpose of the Nexus
identity network is that in offers contextual search and discovery capabilities to the data products
and enables application developers on the Nexus to create easily applications in the users’ real
world role. Since we type each identity with a class it enables us to efficiently filter and search
identities when they become many in the complex value networks. Also, the identifiers we
associate with each identity e.g. businessID or LEI code to a company enables linking and
fetching data products fetching data products with that identifier. The identifiers we used now
in this PoC were L/C number, shipmentID and product code. Each identity is protected with
access control mechanisms which mean that other identities that have explicitly given consent
to can see the data of and identity. Please see the PoC value network and associated ACLs
defined in the Figures 11 and 12.

Figure 11. The value network used in the PoC and imported to the IHAN testbed
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Figure 12. The access controls defined in for the PoC value networks

Based on the modelling and evaluations done in the project the Shipment level is proposed as
the level on which different parties could widely share data in the L/C process also between the
forwarder, (possibly carrier) and importer. This, however, requires further investigation and
standardization of the identifiers used in the delivery systems of different organizations which
could be done with the of the global trade finance standarization bodies and communities.

Findings, observations and next steps
Key findings
The nature of this project was a quick experimentation. After completing all the required
specifications, designs and validations on paper the actual implementation phase of the project
was really fast since the entire implementation time, including the data product standard
implementations, productizers, value network model and two applications, was 1-2 months. This
holds a great promise on the efficiency of the capabilities and solutions used.
At the end of the project the following six findings were made out of reflecting back what was
set as the original targets for the project.
Data sharing between bank and exporter
One of the key objectives of the project was to prove that we can create a data sharing network
between SEB and Wärtsilä and data between the parties can be shared securely with consent.
To prove this, the Nexus architecture and API implementations have been validated by all
partners and cyber security audits have been made on a high level to meet requirements also in
production scale solution. Standardized data sharing works as planned and the data sharing
nexus holds a great promise on improving data sharing efficiently compared to what the savings
can be even in a small-scale production implementation.
Automating the L/C data exchange
The aim of investigating whether the L/C initiation process stages can be run in fully electronic
manner without paper documents or email confirmations was proven by standardizing and
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harmonizing the data contents from the example cases as well as generalizing the data products
a bit further to be beyond the scope of the advising bank and exporter needs and consider also
the logistics side to some extent. In the end, the entire can be automated similar manner but it
requires some small parts to start with and gradual deployment. Although the PoC
implementation itself used graphical user interfaces to demonstrate and explain the data sharing
capabilities and standardization work done an automated and API based solution might be the
case to use in the potential production solution.
APIs and data sharing
Both Wärtsilä and SEB set an objective of validating whether they could significantly increase the
capabilities to use structured and trusted data. The conclusion is that there are no technical
obstacles in productizing the APIs on bank and exporter’s end into standardized data products
(sets). E.g. Wärtsilä’s ERP and Logistics systems contain already access to most relevant product
data the matter is just to start using the developed mechanism to share it as the product data
itself is the cornerstone in the L/C process. By the experimented mechanisms the data can be
made available. Product data can be harmonized into data products and made available for
others. Digital twins can also be used for data mapping provided that the product IDs are
mapped to L/C identities.
Security and consent
The key motivation to initiate project was to experiment the consent capabilities for the
productized data. This was proven in the PoC implementation as the data can be consented
both from the advising bank to exporter and vice versa. However, it should be noted that this
will require company specific adaptation due to different policy and access control rules in
companies. The data itself is kept in its original source, at the data owner, and the data can be
fetched by other organizations only with consent. To support the automation of consent, the
development also requires the contractual and busines rules to provide the framework for
control.
Scalability
In terms of scalability of the models and capabilities SEB and Wärtsilä wanted to experiment
whether the productized data can create new business models and that the data can be further
extended to other use case as well in logistics. The used value networking and data modelling
methodologies can be applied to any financial or industrial process resulting in similar
automation. The demo showed that we can connect any API online to data sharing Nexus. The
rulebook and contracts are needed to ensure secure data exchange with new members. The
project proved the promise of creating even global data exchange networks covering any step
of the L/C data exchange process.
Technological readiness
As the final evaluation point the participants were after to do a gap analysis to a production
grade solution. The API walkthroughs made it clear that there are no technological boundaries
why for example Wärtsilä’s couldn’t build even all these capabilities themselves using the
rulebooks, open standards and tailoring the missing architectural pieces. The demo proved the
usability of the proposed commonly available and open web standards and it was built by using
commonly available cloud technologies.

The actual Nexus SaaS offering with packaged product gateway, standards and other simple
data sharing network as a Service is to be released in production this year by Digital Living.
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•

Other successful experimentations conducted in parallel e.g. with the Finnish Tax
authority and business register in real time economy company data sharing
experimentation. Business Finland is starting their own pilot providing further lessons
learnt and 3rd party validation.

What is still needed for a possible first production case:
- Rulebook and contracts with the right scope
- Final standards for the first data products
- API integrations i.e. productizers built in production quality for real APIs
- Selected production grade authentication and consent service (e.g. SisuID)

What next?
Speculation on experiment results for future business and use cases
General background

Our experiment, its technology, methodology and use case could not been designed and
implemented with better timing, when looking the changes and digital transformation pressure
at the Trade Finance domain and overall challenges in Global Trade. These challenges include
covid-19 pandemic, economic turbulence and disturbances in geopolitics. International
Chamber of Commerce has initiated a number of working streams to address on its behalf to
address these challenges. This supported by UNCITRAL’s MLETR initiative, started many years
ago but now getting a bigger boost to move towards paperless global trade and its financing.
Together the technical and functional readiness combined with upcoming, imminent adaptation
of legal framework to approve electronic, transferrable data records as legal documents in
various global jurisdictions. This global trend is vast with its scope, but the common push by the
market players is obvious and clearly seen.
Our experiment introduces a good set of tools to be used in this transformation. Even having
now a delimited scope, it shows many valuable features needed to support general development
as:
- Open, standard and web semantics-based ontology of Trade Finance L/C data sets as a
replacement of paper-based documents
- Easily adaptable, open APIs for the purpose of actual data set exchange
o Enablement of easy integration with current tools available at all corporations
and their key service providers
- Secure, digital and data owner set consents to use data sets only for the agreed purpose
- Secure management of APIs, corporate and end-user identities at proven and EU Data
Governance act compliant platform
o Please, note no actual transferable data storage at the platform
- Rulebook of the platform data exchange on its technology, methodology, data
governance and policies agreed by platform-based ecosystem, Nexus, participants
- Future proof expansion capacity to any viable use case.

Continuation speculation

After the final meeting experiment participants commonly or each and every separately may
consider various options going forward with the PoC result set of technology, methods and
standard data sets. As an example here is a non-exhaustive list as a basement for common
discussion:
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1. Expansion of the PoC use case (Export L/C) to a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) with
other value network stakeholders like logistics companies, insurance policy
companies, buyers, issuing banks etc.
2. Discussion with ICC DSI initiative (International Chamber of Commerce and Digital
Trade Standards Initiative)
a. SEB with Digital Living (And Sitra) to promote PoC technology for DSI as a
method for expanding the upcoming standard data sets for Trade Finance
b. Building blocks for practical and usable data exchange interoperability
between TF stakeholders and platforms, including SWIFT network
3. Other stakeholder group discussions initiated by SEB channels and key persons
a. BAFT
b. ITFA
c. UNCITRAL and EIF
4. Help Exporting companies to join existing, new Trade Finance digital platforms with
a support to integrate their back-office systems’ structured data to platforms to avoid
manual work and entries of data
5. Other use cases than Trade Finance
a. Large Corporations’ KYC and Due Diligence documentation as structured
data sets
b. Many others where current banking / customer documentation can be easily
transformed to a standardized and exchangeable data-sets

Public relations

Public relations activities will be agreed in the experiment final ending session on the 9th of
February, 2021, with proper mandate to act commonly or separately by each participant
organisation. Options for PoC release news are
- Common, compressed but relevant press release text of the case
o This can be adapted to each party’s own release at respective communication
media
o Common release could be done by Sitra at its IHAN testbed case repository and
then linked by other participants at respective, participant specific releases
- Deeper article of the case by SEB and Digital Living International Oy
o There is already an offer to make a release at Trade Finance Global (international
matter community of 20 000 followers) yearly digital and paper magazine,
without any publication costs
- Short (2-3 min) case study video as done in some previous Sitra and Digital Living
International experiment cases for example with Finnish Tax Agency.
Final steps on publications will be decided commonly by the experiment participants and of
course based on possible positive results of the PoC.
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Participant and customer feedback
Wärtsilä’s notions and message
Wärtsilä is actively and constantly exploring opportunities to improve efficiency of our processes
to reduce manual work in rule based and repetitive duties, avoid discrepancies, delays and extra
work due to unavailability of information, human errors and use of different tools and channels
with internal and external counterparts, and, last but not least, to mitigate risk related to
counterparts and non-compliance of documentation, in this context.
It is obvious that there are very limited opportunities for improvements when process or task is
based on use and exchange of paper-based documents, or pdf copies of them. This is
unfortunately very typical in trade finance related duties and processes. Wärtsilä’s business is
Global and we are thereby used to have commercial dealings with great variety of customers
and their banks, service providers in logistic chain and authorities in the most exotic places.
Consequently, we are exposed to a great complexity but also different levels of expertise when
it comes to trade finance instruments, such as letters of credit, causing hiccups, delays and
unforeseen problems. Turning this other way around, there is so much room to improve, by a
way of process modernisation and digitalisation, to achieve financial benefits, be that quicker
turnover time of sales receivables, leaner balance sheet and better cash flow, for example.
During the past few years we have gained a lot in terms of Robotic Process Automation in
Wärtsilä, not only by improving efficiency of our processes, but also by educating our people
into RPA and digital World, and gradually expanding our focus and opportunities towards more
advanced technologies such as Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. This makes us ready
as organisation to co-create and experiment with external parties.
The Secure Corporate Data Sharing Enabling Paperless Trade Finance exercise with SEB, Sitra,
Digital Living and Nixu is to us, as a Corporate, interesting opportunity to test whether it is
possible to build data model on our product and the L/C instrument related to it, and share that
information with relevant parties in value chain in secure and legally binding way. Whilst this
initiative looks quite promising to complete successfully, it is still limited scope experimentation
to demonstrate what can be done technically. There needs to be lot of commitment,
development and alignment by all parties in the value chain to become enabled for digital data
exchange through APIs and network. Without coherence it will not be possible to release
benefits.
Also, thinking about practical steps going forwards, we, as a Corporate, would need to work
towards to have our product related data structured in such manner that we can share it digitally
at the right moment and selective manner. This also sets great demand to systems that we use
to handle our trade finance processes and instruments, especially as these have not been
designed to accommodate what is hopefully the future of trade finance business someday.

Sitra’s notions and message
Data, information and digitalization have been recognized as the future game changers. With
the assistance of accurate, timely and trusted information drastic improvements in the business
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process efficiency as well as new growth can be built – better management, steering and even
the development of AI and algorithms.
However, all this seems to be waiting for something - the data with the applied trust mechanisms.
In the IHAN project, we at Sitra are working hard to get the data moving between different
stakeholders. Not only from companies to individuals with the transparent mechanisms of GDPR
but also between companies, which is estimated to have drastic impact on the economic growth
with the new data driven solutions that rely on new open standards supporting data
productization and trust by design.
The ihan.fi testbed offers a safe and guaranteed platform for piloting projects enabling true
business cases and trialing out the new data economy technologies. The experimentation of SEB
and Wärtsilä in Trade Finance is an excellent example of how traditional organizations can
successfully form a trust based digital ecosystem and with the right technical mechanisms move
towards better performance via data sharing and the case works as a great example for other
players in the market how big companies can also move towards more open data sharing for
benefits.
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Appendix I – Data product standard specifications
L/C Export instructions (SEB)

Invoice (Wärtsilä)
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Forwarder’s cargo receipt (Wärtsilä)

Packing list (Wärtsilä)
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Product dimensions and weights (Wärtsilä)

Insurance certificate
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Trade ﬁnance uses 4 billion paper documents every year

(ICC 2020)

Around 100 B.C. the Chinese invented paper from hemp. They later began to use tree bark, bamboo,
and other plant fibers to create paper. Johannes Gutenberg printed the first Bible on parchment–that
is, sheep skin. In fact, he used the skins of 300 sheep to end up with the final product.
Paper production is the third most energy-intensive of all manufacturing industries, using over 12% of
all energy in the industrial sector.
Within the manufacturing area, the paper and pulp industry is the fourth largest emitter of greenhouse
gases.
Paper represents one of the biggest components of solid waste in landfills with about 16% of solid
waste.
To produce a ton of paper we need about 115,000 liters of water.
Making paper from waste paper saves around 85% of water used in normal paper production and
reduce water pollution by 92%.
A ton of recycled paper makes it possible to save approximately 0.4 hectares of forest.
The land is being deforested at a rate of 6.5 million hectares per year.
We need to cut 17 large trees to produce a ton of paper.
The average family uses 6 trees worth of paper each year.
Recycling paper requires 70% less electrical energy and 30% less water that would normally be needed
to produce it from wood.
45% of all print-outs and photocopies end up in the rubbish bin before the end of the day.
Paper can be recycled up to 11 times in different types of cardboard.
According to Xerox, an average office worker uses around 10,000 sheets of photocopy paper every
year.
The amount of junk mail delivered every year is the equivalent of 100 million trees.
Global loss of tropical forests contributed about 4.8 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide per year.

